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SUMMARY
i
The following studies arose from experimental work done at 
the University of Surrey and were aimed at a mathematical 
formulation of the spectral power distribution of daylight in 
order that this might be compared with experimentkl results.
There does nbt appear to be an accepted theoretical curve 
representing the spectral power distribution at the Earth1 s 
surface at the present time. This seemed to be due to the many 
factors requiring consideration. The radiation emitted by the 
sun itself is not a constant although much work has been done to 
find the ’solar constant*. The earth’s motion also affects the 
received light. The earth’s atmosphere with its absorbing and 
scattering effects is of major importance# This implies a 
consideration of the scattering of light by small particles, a 
subject which has been treated at great length by theorists* 
Theories have also been formulated by experimentalists wishing to 
find some simple explanation for observed effects.
It was necessary therefore to consider the approaches made 
by other people on this and related fields* A computation of the 
S.P.D. for direct sunlight was made involving mainly molecular 
scattering. The various selective absorption effects due to ozone 
and water vapour caused certain modifications to be made and the 
results were compared with experimental ones - although direct 
sunlight measurements have not been made for some years. Following 
this a study was made of the contribution due to sky scattered 
light. These vast computations were found to relate considerably 
with the experimental results even on the greatly simplified 
model of the atmosphere used. Following the v/ork done on 
molecular scattering, *Mie' particles were considered.
r
Owing to the complexity of the problem, the areas of work 
requiring further study are described in Section § *
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Before considering the problem of calculating the Spectral 
power distribution of daylight, it was necessary to make a study 
of the sun and its effects on the earth. A summary is given 
in the first section of the main facts known about the sun at 
the present time. Fluctuations in the radiation emitted by the 
sun affect the radiation received by the earth and a standard 
solar radiation curve has had to be assumed for this thesis.
This standard is shown at the end of the section.
Following this, a study was made of the atmosphere, its 
composition, temperature and pressure variations. The basis for 
calculating particle concentration is outlined here. Certain 
atmospheric effects are described, although these affect 
radiation in the visible region only marginally and are mentioned 
here for interest.
It was clear that light scattering by particles would have 
to be considered and in Section the main scattering theories 
are given. In fact Mie Theory is generalised and therefore 
should include the other two theories as limiting cases. For 
this present work, Rayleigh scattering was the most relevant 
initially.
There were attempts to simplify the theory required for 
larger particles by fitting a model to observations made. These 
are outlined in Section 5, together with some interesting 
experiments aimed at obtaining the particle size distribution of 
the haze•
In the following section, the first computation is 
described, aimed at finding the spectral power distribution of 
direct sunlight reaohmng the earth*s surface for different zenith 
angles.
Sky scattered radiation was considered next and the 
computation required for its calculation is given in detail* 
Again, the effect of varying the zenith angle was examined*
The results of the two computations are compared with 
experimental results in Section 8 and suggested reasons are 
given for any discrepancies.
Finally the main results of the work are summarised and 
possible future developments are outlined.
A bibliography is given at the end.
2. THE SUN
Before considering the effect of the earth's atmosphere on the 
solar spectrum, a study was made of the sun, its structure and 
radiation so that an evaluation could he made of the spectral 
distribution of solar radiation incident outside the earth's 
atmosphere*
The Structure of the Sun (See fig. 2«1)
The sun is a small, variable star* having a diameter of about
9 91.A x 10 m, and the mean sun-earth distance is 150 x 10 m. The
earth's orbit around the sun is elliptic, with the sun at one of
the foci. As the eccentricity is small, the mean sun-earth
distance is taken as the sum of the perihelion and aphelion
distances divided by two.
The 'surface' of the sun, or the solar disk, is called the 
photosphere and is the source of about 9$^ of the total energy
received by the earth. It is not of uniform brightness as it
becomes darker from the centre outwards, an effect known as 'limb 
darkening', which is most noticeable in the short wavelength region 
of the visible spectrum. An estimation of about 6000°C has been 
made of the temperature of the photosphere, but this temperature is 
known to increase rapidly with depth.
Above the photosphere is the 'reversing layer', which is about 
6 x lO^m. thick. As this is cooler than the photosphere, about 
5300°C, it causes a vast number of absorption lines to be seen in 
the solar spectrum. These Fraunhofer lines have been observed for 
many years, although they were originally thought to be due to gases
missing from the solar atmosphere. The reversing layer merges into
the chromosphere so called because of its distinctive red colour,
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caused by the emission line of Hydrogen (656*3 Nm.). Other 
emission lines of Hydrogen, Helium and Calcium originate in the 
chromosphere and the hydrogen resonance line of the Lyman series 
(121*6 Nm.) is thought to cause an increased intensity of the 
observed ultra violet light.
The temperature of the solar atmosphere increases from the
reversing layeh outwards Until at the outer layer it is estimated 
6 0
to be about 10 C. The corona is thought to contain very highly 
ionised atoms because of the bright lines occurring in its spectrum.
The sun has a gravity of about 28 times that of the earth and 
also has a weak magnetic field.
Typical solar disturbances
The surface of the sun appears granulated. Although this was
thought at first to be a static feature, it was soon found to be in
constant movement due to moving currents of gases. Bright areas
known as faculae caused by hot gases moving from within the sun to
the surface encompass dark regions, enduring for several weeks,
about one third of the lifetime of the faculae* These sunspots vaiy
7
greatly in size, having diameters of 5 x 10 m. or more. The sun spot; 
number is estimated regularly and is found to vary cyclically, maxima 
being reached every 11 years. This variation does affect the 
radiation received by the earth. Short lived bright eruptions or 
flares are also observed frequently near sunspots. These grow to a 
maximum in 5~10 minutes and then die away after about an hour.
Flares cause increased emission of the H line of hydrogen. Matter 
sometimes rises upwards with great speeds causing prominences. In 
most cases this matter returns to the surface of the sun. Above
sunspots the chromosphere has a vortex structure and the ionised 
gases generate a magnetic field, observed by the splitting of 
spectral lines. A separation of 1/50 Nm has been observed in the 
two components of Iron(6l7*3 Nm).
Variable amounts of radio waves are emitted by the corona, 
detected by the interference to radio installations on earth.
The disturbed nature of the sun also causes the emission of 
streams of protons and electrons* ’solar wind’.
In a later chapter the effect of the disturbed nature of the 
sun on the earth will be considered.
Source of the Sun’s radiation
There are two possible sources of the sun’s energy. Bethe's 
theory is consistent with the temperature conditions of the sun. 
the amount of energy liberated the life of the sun and the amount 
of helium now present in the sun.
'IP *1 *1 *5
C + H *---  ^ N + energy due to loss in mass
6 1 7
^ N  —   ^ 13C + positron
7 6 .
+ %  ,..  ^ ^ radiation
6 1 7
*^N + ^  radiation
7 1 8
150 ---> *^N + positron
8 7
^ N  + 12C + alpha particle
7 1 6
In effect, collisions with four protons form one alpha 
particle and the amounts of carbon and nitrogen remain unchanged.
•007 of the total mass of the protons is converted into radiation.
A theory put forward by Bethe, Critchfield, Fowler and Lauritson
suggests a proton-proton reaction.
2^H + 2^H ~) 2^H + 2 p+ + neutrino
2^H + 2^H 2^He + I f
^He + ^He ---* ^He + ^
Both processes cause the emission of X radiation which
combined with further absorption and emission processes cause the 
characteristic solar spectrum.
Solar Radiation incident on the outside of the earth's atmosphere
Parry Moon devised a standard curve for the radiation
incident on the outside of the earth's atmosphere, based on
observations made at the Smithsonian Institution. This curve was
made to comply with the then accepted value of the solar constant 
-2of 1322 watt m • This is now known to vary with other factors
such as sunspot number.
G = k / G X d X
solar constant rel
A more recent standard curve has been devised by F.S.
Johnson (195^), who took 1.39 x 10^ watt m a s  the best value 
of the solar constant from information available at the time.
He used the Parry Moon values for the region above 600 Nm., the 
Dunkelman and Scolnik values for 318 to 600 Nm., and also 
information obtained from rocket flights for ultra violet 
wavelengths. Johnson's and Moon's curves are plotted alongside 
each other in Fig. 2.2.. A’Planckian radiator is.plotted with-
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the solar spectrum in fig. 2.3*
Planck's law gives the energy emitted by unit area of a 
black body at temperature T as
tt #n- - (hc^/X^) cos 9 dl 
a ~ exp (hc/kXT) - 1
where h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant and c is
the velocity of light*
Solar Radiation cannot be compared exactly to the 
hadiation of any black body at one temperature as the temperatuie 
across the solar disk varies and also differing layers of the 
sun have very different temperatures. However it is useful to 
use Planck's law to assist in an estimation of solar temperatures.
As the main aim of the present work is not to estimate the 
solar radiation incident on the earth.'s atmosphere but rather to 
assess the effect of the earth's atmosphere on this radiation, 
it was decided to take Johnson's curve as a starting point, 
mainly because of the more recent methods employed in its 
determination. Johnson's data is tabulated in 2.A
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FIG. 2.4
SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA - F.S. JOHNSON. LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION, Sunnyvale, California.
Wavelength 
in Nra
Spectral
Irradiance Wavelength Irradiance
Wavelength Irradiamej
-2watts0cm micror -1L
300 .061 425 .189 550 . .195
303 .067 430 .178 555 .192
310 .076 435 .182 560 .190
315 0 .8 2 440 .203 565 .189
320 • 0 00 vji 445 .215 570 .187
325 .102 450 .220 575 .187
330 .115 455 .219 580 .187
335 .111 460 .216 585 .185
340 .111 465 .215 590 .184
3^5 .117 470 .217 595 .183
350 .118 475 .220 600 .181
355 .116 480 .216 610 .177
360 .116 485 .203 620 .174
365 .129 490 .199 630 .170
370 .133 495 .204 640 .166
375 .132 500 .198 650 .162
380 .123i 505 .197 660 ■ 1.59
385 I .115! 510 .196 670 .155
390 .112 515 .189 680 .151
395 .120 520 .187 690 .148
400 .154
{
525 .192 700 *144
405 i .188
i
530 .195 720 .137
4-10 I .194\ 535 .197 740 .130
4-15 j .192 540 .198 760 .124
420
I
.192 545 .198 800 .112
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3. THE ATMOSPHERE
A study of the effect of the atmosphere on solar radiation 
began with an examination of the composition of the atmosphere, 
in order to find the causes of any absorption or scattering 
phenomena which would need to be considered. The following 
summarises the generally accepted information on the atmosphere. 
Also included are some of the effects observed due to solar 
variations and cosmic rays.
The composition of the atmosphere remains very much the 
same up to about 100 km. Nitrogen accounts for 78.03$ by volume, 
oxygen - 20.9S$* argon - 0 .9*$, other rare gases - 0.0017$* 
carbon dioxide - 0.03$« There is also a varying amount of water 
vapour. Another important minor constituent is ozone, the 
concentration of which rises to a maximum at a height of 25-30  
km. It is produced by the combination of atomic and molecular 
oxygen. The absorption bands in the ultra violet region of the 
spectrum, due to ozone, were shown by Hartley (1881) at wave­
lengths between 180-3*1-0 Nm. and Huggins found bands in the 
region 320-360 Nm. Bands were found in the visible region by
Chappuis at wavelengths from ^0-7^0 Nm. in 1880. Although there
fit
is only about 1 ozone molecule to every 1 0' of normal oxygen, 
the ozone layer has a very strong absorbing effect on the otherwise 
harmful ultra violet components of normal sunlight. The ozone 
layer absorbs about 6% of solar energy and therefore affects the 
temperature of the atmosphere. Fabry and Buisson (1913) showed 
how the spectral limit due to ozone absorption varied with 
zenith angle. The production of ozone in the atmosphere by 
atomic oxygen was shown by Chapman (1930)•
A little above 100km., oxygen changes to its monatomic form, 
changing its light absorbing qualities and also its chemical 
properties. This change is due to photo-dissociation by the 
sunlight. Nitrogen remains very largely diatomic to great heights.
Above 160 Km., there is a tendency for the heavier molecules 
to separate from the rest, which modifies the composition.
However, there is some mixing due to atmospheric motions which 
counteracts this effect to a certain degree. Due to the former 
effect there is ari increase in the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen as 
the atmosphere thins out above the 160 km. level.
Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane and water vapour 
are present in small proportions in the lower atmosphere. These 
molecules break up at higher levels forming some unusual chemical 
substances, one of which is hydroxyl. Sodium plays a part in
atmospheric phenomenon, even though at 75 km. where it is dense
12 ’ there is only one sodium atom per 3 x 10 nitrogen molecules.
Other metallic atoms have not been found in quantities.
Temperature Variation in the Atmosphere (See fig 3*2)
The temperature falls steadily through the troposphere until 
it reaches 215°K at the topopause (about 15 km.). Through the 
next layer., the stratosphere, it slowly rises to a maximum of 
270°K at a height of about 50 km. (the stratopause). Above this 
level, the temperature drops once more until it reaches 200°K at 
75 km. At the mesopause, a slow rise begins, through the 
thermosphere, which continues to the outer limits of the 
atmosphere. The temperature is very well known up to 100 km.
At very high altitudes one should regard it as a measure of the 
mean speed of the molecules.
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Pressure and Density (See fig* 3«3)
In figs.3-2 & 3*3i the data used is that of the I.C.A.O.
Standard Atmosphere (195*0 and the United States extension to this 
(1956)o This data is tabulated in The variation of the
pressure with height is shown in the diagrarrio Little is known 
about the pressure above 100 km. The density is given in terms of 
the pressure by means of a hydrostatic equation:
The difference in pressure of two heights above the earth’s 
surface must be equal to the force of gravity acting on a dolumnof 
atmosphere between the two levels of cross sectional area unity
loe" P2 - = g (h^ - h^) n m (where n is the number of molecules
per unit volume and m is the mean 
mass of a molecule therefore n m = 
density)
g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
(variable as distance from the earth 
increases)
The pressure p at a given level is also related to the 
temperature by means of the gas law i.e.
p = NkT (where N is the number of molecules per unit volume, 
k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute 
temperature)•
Mean Free Path
The mean distance travelled by molecules between collisions 
increases with altitude until it approaches the radius of the 
eartho It is then possible for molecules to perform ellipses
I.C.A.O. Standard Atmosphere HMSO May 195**
Altitude 
in m.
H
Pressure 
in mb.
Temp.°K Altitude Pressure Temp.
- 250 I0*f 3 .6 5 256.375 7500 382.51 239.25
0 1013.23 288 8000 356.0 236
+ 250 983.58 286.375 85OO 330.99 232.75
300 95*1-. 61 28if.75 9000 307. if 2 229.5
750 926.3*f 283.125 9500 285.23 223.25
1000 898.7*f 281.5 10 000 26if.36 223
1230 871.82 279.875 11 000 226.32 216.5
1300 8^5 .5 6 278.25 12 000 193.30 216.5
1730 819.9*f 276.625 13 000 165.10 216.5
2000 79**. 95 275 lif 000 lif1 .02 216.5
2230 770.38 273.375 15 000 120.if5 216 .5
2300 7*1-6 .8 2 271.75 16 000 102.87 216.5
3000 723.66 270.125 17 000 87.867 216.5
3230 701.08 268 .5 18 000 75.0if8 216.5
3250 679.08 266.875 19 000 6if.l00 216.5
3500 657.67 265.75 20 000 5**-7*i-9 216.5
3750 636.75 263.675 25 000 * 2*f.89
ifOQO 616 .^ 262 32 .16 km* 8.678
^230 596.58 260.375 if7»35 km* 1.20*f
*f500 577.28 258.75 5 3.**** km* .5832
*1-750 558. *f 9 257.125 75.9 km * .02*f52
3000 5**0.2 255-5 91.29 km* .001815
3300 505 .07 252.25 128.55 km* .0000l*f5l
6000 *f7l.8i 2if9 179.95 km* 6 .189 x 10"•7
6300 *f if O .35 2*f5.75 3l*f.86 km* 1.*fif7 x 10 •8
7000 ifio.61 2if2.5 .-i-
*These values are taken from the United States
Extension to the Standard \tmosphere*
around the whole earth without a collision*. This region is
known as the exosphere and is a region where the temperature
remains uniform* The base of the exosphere is between 500-800 km* 
If the escape velocity is reached by a molecule (about ^0,000 km s 
then it can leave the earth completely. Lighter atoms tend to 
escape more frequently than heavy ones as they are more likely 
to reach this velocity.
Ionosphere
The cohcentratiOn of free electrons in the atmosphere is not 
appreciable Until heights of 60 km. and above. Increased electron 
concentration in the D layer, as the lowest level is called, can
cause absorption and bending of radio waves which would have been
otherwise transmitted. At night, when the D layer disappears, the 
signal strength of ionospheric radio transmissions increases.
11 3A maximum electron concentration of 10 electrons/m of air
occurs at a height of 100 km., which is the centre of the E layer.
This is thought to be caused by ultra violet and X rays from the
sun. This layer therefore disappears at night and reflects
wavelengths larger than 100m. At a height of about 200 km. there
is another maximum concentration level, which also tends to
disappear at night, the F^ level. The F^ level at a height of
250-300 km. remains at night and broadens into the F level, with
12 -3a maximum concentration of about 10 electrons m , which reflects 
short waves of wavelength down to 30m.
The concentrations of electrons in all these levels is 
subject to solar influence, showing variations during solar 
flares, during emission of charged particles from the sun and
altering according to the stage reached of the sunspot cycle.
There are variations with the time of day, the season of the year, 
and latitude. The F layers change with longitude which is more 
difficult to explain.
As well as these known strata of the ionosphere, there are 
many abnormal and sporadic ionised regions in the atmosphere.
As part of the earth's magnetic field is due to the moving 
electrons in the atmosphere, any variation in electron 
concentration will also be accompanied by a variation in the 
magnetic field of the earth.
The Night Air Glow, The Twilight Flash and the Aurora
On a clear night, the sky light consists of star lighty 
moonlight and the night air glow. The latter is a weak light 
which seems to depend on latitude but not on disturbances on the 
sun. Most of the visible light in the air glow is due to certain 
forbidden lines in the spectra of atomic oxygen. The intensity in 
the infra red is much greater than in the visible and is due to 
certain transitions in the hydroxyl molecule. Night sky emission 
also shows the strong line of sodium. This gives evidence of the 
presence of sodium at high altitudes.
The Twilight Flash is caused by an enhancement of the Sodium 
line, the sodium atoms being excited by the sun's radiation. The 
red line of oxygen also increases in intensity in the same manner. 
Certain lines of nitrogen ions are seen, even though nitrogen is 
not a part of the night air glow.
The aurora appears intermittently and is brighter than the
air glow* It shows pastel colours and the spectrum shows lihes of 
atomic oxygen, neutral and ionised nitrogen and also atomic nitrogen. 
The energy required to excite these atoms is higher thah that 
required for the air glow and is due to an abnormal addition of 
enefgy. Aurorae are often associated with magnetic storms and 
consequently with the streams of Charged particles emitted by the 
sun* As the Balmer series is observed, it is assumed that hydrogen 
has entered the atmosphere from outside* The height of the aurora 
emitting layer is about 100km. The twilight flash is emitted from 
a height of approximately 65 km*
Cosmic Rays
The streams of protons continually emitted by the sun and 
also emitted during solar flares contribute to the charged 
particles entering the earth’s atmosphere. However the majority 
of cosmic rays are thought to come from other sources, as their 
intensity shows little variation during a 2k hour period. Also 
the particles show no preferred direction of entry* The energies 
of these protons and heavier nuclei, .of the order of many billion 
electron volts, are such that they could originate from super 
nova within our own galaxy. They might, however, be accelerated 
by the enormous clouds of ionised gas, which exhibit magnetlcfields 
and therefore could originate in flares from the stars* Some of 
the very energetic particles may arise from other galaxies or 
conceivably from intergalactic space*
The protons and other nuclei striking the earth's atmosphere 
are seldom detected even at high altitudes on the earth but 
interact with the molecules of the atmosphere* The resulting
secondary radiation is in the form of protons, neutrons and 
pi-mesons* Local radiation is largely made up of electrons, 
photons and mu-mesons, the latter arising from the decay of the 
pi-mesohs*
k EXTINCTION OF LIGHT BY SPHERICAL PARTICLES
The following is a summary of the theoretical approaches which 
have been made to the scattering problem. As many of the proofs of 
formulae are very lengthy, extensive references have been given 
rather than the full proofs, as the main object of this section is 
to bring together all the arugments which might possibly have any 
bearing on the main problem.
When a beam of light strikes a medium, both scattering and 
absorption effects remove energy from the beam, i.e. it is 
attenuated. This attenuation is known as extinction. If Io
represents the energy of the incident light and I is the transmitted 
energy, then :
I = IQe (Bouguer’s law)
where d  represents the extinction coefficient and is the sum of 
the absorption and scattering coefficients, x is the path length.
(l) Molecular scattering i.e. particles small<< wavelength of light
It was the blue colour of the sky and also the observed 
polarisation of sky light which provided the incentive, in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century for Rayleigh to attempt to 
derive a theory to explain the known facts. Govi, using alcohol 
and tobacco smoke, and Tyndall, using products of gaseous reactions, 
had already demonstrated the effects in the laboratory.
Lord Rayleigh began by assuming that the particles in the 
atmosphere were small compared with the wavelength of the incident 
radiation, were isotropic and homogeneous. He explained the 
polarisation observed in the following manner. The magnetic field
incident on the particle creates a dipole, which oscillates in 
the same direction as the field- The radiation now emitted by 
this dipole constitutes scattering* In any direction (y) at right 
angles to the direction of propagation (z) of the incident wave* 
there will be no z component in the scattered wave, as no 
electromagnetic vibrations occur in the direction of propagation. 
Also the vibration occurring in the y direction must be absent as 
this is in the same direction as the scattered wave and cannot 
contribute to the observed electromagnetic vibration-. There 
could only be present the vibrations in the perpendicular (x) 
direction- Therefore the radiation must be polarised.
If I is the intensity of the incident radiation, the 
scattered intensity was supposed by Rayleigh to be dependent on 
the volume of the particle, the distance r to the point of 
observation, the wavelength X, and the refractive indices of the 
particle and the surrounding medium, n^  and n^, in the following 
way :
I = f(nn n2) Io
r V
He demonstrated the fourth power law and published data to 
show that the molecules of the atmosphere would have the right 
dimensions to fit in with the observed blue colour of the sky.
Rayleigh's expression for the intensity transmitted when a 
beam passes through a scattering medium and that for the 
scattered intensity were derived by means of the elastic solid 
concept of the ether and, later on, the electromagnetic theory:, 
in a similar way to that followed later by Stratton
Stratton gave the intensity at a distance r from the 
particle as
4 6 / 2r a / n
_ Tf ( Tr X Vn + 2 /
where a is the radius of the particle, n is the relative
refractive index (n^/n^) and ^  is the angle between the
scattering direction and the direction of oscillation of the
dipole* This equation and those following assume unit incident
intensity,
1) If the incident light is perpendicularly polarised with
respedt to the scattering plane then I becomes:
T _ i S n ^ / n 2 - i V  
r X Vn + 2/
as ^  is 90°»
If the incident beam is polarised parallel to the
scattering plane then I becomes:
,,4 6 -r _ 1orr a
*2 ITT
16tt a cos 0
where
where 0 is the angle between the scattered ray and the direction 
of the incident ray. The meanings of some of the terms used here 
are shown in fig, 4.1,
When unpolarised incident light is considered, as in the case 
of light incident on the atmosphere, it is convenient to consider 
the two polarised components 1  ^and I^*
The scattered intensity for unit incident beam is therefore
ISO
^o°
fwy U-2 - POUF** PUOT OC XN-f&HSR“H 
v, 9cP\Xri? ^ iivlCj fiNc,l,£ ,
€,as’t'T'r££-<NCi J
This is equal to
^ / 4 ^ Y d . + W e )  (2)
r X l a  r ? / "V*
A polar plot of scattered intensity y. scattering angle is shown 
in fig. *f.2 - illustrating the polarisation at tight angles to 
beam and the fourth power dependence.
Random array of identical particles
When many particles are considered then the scattering is 
incoherent and the intensity of the scattered radiation is equal 
to the sum of the contributions made by each individual particlef
Intensity scattered by unit volume = N I where N is the 
number of particles per unit volume.
Scattering coefficient and turbidity
The total energy scattered by a particle in all directions 
is given by
C = f  f 2” Ir2sinfd^d b  sea Jo Jo 1 ' j
where I is given by eqn. (l) (j? is shown in fig. 7«
= ^ 8TT^ a6 / n2 - l\ 2 _ /n2 - A
SCa 3X4 \ n 2 + 2/ X4 in2 + 2/
scattering coefficient
The Efficiency factor (Q ) = C / 2 (the geometric cross^sca sea rra &
section of the particle)•
Q is therefore the fraction of the energy scattered in all
SCO.
directions.
.po 4 j f  2 0 \2
For a Rayleigh scatterer this is -j —— f  ~
3X \ n + 2,
For N particles per unit volume, the attenuation due to scattering 
is given by
"*dl—  = NC I (where I is incident intensity)dx sea o
transmission therefore = = exp(-TL) where T = NCIq sea
(on integrating)
where N C is the attenuation or scattering coefficient, ‘.or sea.
the turbidity To
The turbidity at any angle can be calculated as
16tt r2NIu
3(1 + cos20)
Also the energy scattered by a unit volume in the direction 0, 
per steradian, when the medium is illuminated with unit intensity 
of unpolarised light is given by
R = r2 N I = 2—  T (1 + cos20)G u 1bn
The scattered wave is found to have a different phase to the
transmitted beam and Rayleigh interpreted this as a refractive
index increment for the scatterers. the result is :
3NV /n2 - A
where n^ is refractive index of medium (for a gas-vacuum) and p 
is apparent refractive index of gas* N is hypothetical 
refractive index of gas molecule.
The turbidity, taking this into account becomes the following 
expression:
(Total energy scatt by unit volume of the scattering medium 
per unit incident intensity)
b = (32rr3/5KX«  (|j. - 1 )2
At the outset of the above discussion, it was stated that 
the particles should be a lot smaller than a wavelength in size* 
This was so that the incident magnetic field could be assumed to
be uniform. For larger particles this is no longer the case and
a generalised theory would have to be used.
(2) Aerosol or haze particles These are particles of the order
of the size of the wavelength of light.
Aerosol particles in the atmosphere have a variety of nuclei, 
being possibly smoke or dust particles or small water drops.
Junge (18) has made estimates of the size distribution of these 
particles, a knowledge of which would be necessary before any 
computation of their scattering effect could be made. However, 
an estimation of this kind must yield highly varying results 
depending mainly on the locality under consideration.
Mie's theory can be applied to particles of this size to find 
the scattering coefficient. This depends on a quantity (K) known 
as the efficiency factor, which represents the fraction of energy 
geometrically incident upon the particle which is scattered in 
all directions and is given by the ratio of the area of the 
wavefront acted on by the particle to the area of the particle 
itself. It depends on the quantity o( = 2rr r / k  (where r is the 
radius of the particle) and the refractive index (p)• The 
variation of K'with is found to be periodic and is illustrated in 
fig. ^-.3 for a refpactive index of about 1*3 3» It tends to a 
value of 2* for large values of £*( • The reason for this becomes 
evident on consideration of Babinet’s principle, which states 
that an equal amount of energy is diffracted by the rim of an
K i*& rhRvjrnum Po r  cO nj k 
K T e siw t o  ^  r s . o( iKc.qe.^s
•fig „ l+*'3- I'ftRlfi'flOh) af £.( CFfecTN£ C^MTg-RIMOp
C R o & s  s e c .t i q A') w i t h ex. f a i t r / ^
opaque disk placed in a beam of light as that which is 
intercepted by the disk. Although the particles under 
consideration are more likely to be spheres, the same effect is 
likely i.e. that a certain amount of energy is lost by 
reflection and refraction of rays striking the sphere, and an 
equal amount is lost by diffraction.
In practice, the lijght lost by diffraction is contained in 
*angle 0 = 2.62X/a, so that for disks which are large compared
with wavelength, this angle becomes so small that the
(
diffracted light cannot be separated from the incident beam and
o
normal shadow is observed as predicted by geometrical optics.
For aerosol particles, the scattering coefficient is
2
therefore given by b = NKur , where N is the number of particles
per unit volume. The transmitted beam has an intensity given by
t t -toe I = I e o
where x is the path length.
This applies to a monodisperse medium and a summation 
would have to be computed to find the intensity transmitted by 
a polydisperse medium.
Angular Intensity functions for Mie particles. Defining G^ and 
G2 as the angular efficiency per unit incident intensity of 
perpendicularly and parallel polarised radiation, respectively, 
the angular efficiency for unpolarised incident light is given 
by G^ = (G^  + G^)/2. These are plotted against 0 for refractive 
index of 1 .2 in fig.
The preponderance of forward scattering is immediately
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apparent as is also the oscillatory nature of the variation of 
efficiency with scattering angle. An altitude chart for a 
complete description of angular intensity functions has been 
constructed by Penndorf (1963) following previous work by Van de 
Hulst (19^6)
(3) Scattering by particles larger than the wavelength of light
Scattering by larger particles becomes highly complicated 
on the basis of Mie theory and Middleton (11) suggests that it is 
easier to apply geometrical and physical optics.
The three main considerations are :
(a) that light can be reflected externally without penetrating 
the drop,
(b) that light can enter the droplet and emergy with or without
one or more internal reflections and
(c) that light can be diffracted in passing near the droplet.
For (a) and (b), formulae dervied by Wiener are as follows :
(a) Transmitted intensity = -J k^E a = 1^
where E is the illuminance by the incident light at the drop
k^ and k^ are reflectance factors, and a is the radius of the
drop.  ^ „
(1-k )^Ea .
(b) Transmitted intensity = I0 = — -— — —  -v11 -rjb
2 2 sin 0 d0
where 0 = 2(i^-r^) and i^  = angle of incidence
r^  = angle of refraction
(c) Transmitted intensity = 1^ =1^ ^ 2Ji(u)
u
2 2where 1^  q = E a u = a sin 0  and o{ = 2na./X
Bricaud combined these three effects to find that forp020, the
This approach-is useful- when:absorbing .spheres are .consideredo In 
that case, only the-external reflection, and the diffraction, effects
Zanotelli (19^0) showed that the flux absorbed by a particle
particles, this becomes 1/200 and on this basis, Zanotelli 
suggests that absorption should be ignored..
More recently, Robinson and Kondratiev have shown, empirically, 
that it is probable that atmospheric haze does absorb and in a way 
that is independent of wavelength. Their findings, are, however, 
in need of confirmation.
transmitted intensity would be I- + I_ + I
1 2 5
and for I0 <fo(<20, the transmitted intensity would be 
1  ^+ + 1^ + 2 sin
where
2
and
are required as I becomes zero,.
Absorption
2 3in an illumination of 1 lumen/cm is given by F , = k tt ka / 3|J.
ctDS o
and for Mie theory, assuming that k = 2, this becomes 6.3 x 10
p
(for a = .00001 cm). The scattered flux is given by 2rra =
_6 —*56.3 x 10 „ The ratio of the two is about 10” . For larger
5* EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF SCATTERING.
In order to apply any of the scattering theory outlined in 
the previous chapter, it is necessary to know something of the 
size distribution of atmospheric particles. This is very complex 
and variable. Following the publication of Mie theory, there 
were two main approaches to the 'scattering:problem. Some workers 
made an attempt to adapt Rayleigh theory to their observations on 
atmospheric extinction. Others began to estimate the sizes of 
atmospheric particlesa
One method made use of the diffraction rings produced around 
a source of light owing to the presence of small obstacles.. If 
a is the radius of a droplet, ^  the angular radius of the nth 
interference band, then for the-first minimum sin^f= 1.22X/2a, 
for the second minimum sin ^  = 2.233^ "/2a etc. from Airy's theory. 
The main use of this approach was to estimate the radius of 
droplets in higher clouds.
Another method used by Kneusel (1933) was to observe 
atmospheric particles falling in undisturbed air and to apply 
Stoke1s law. Pronounced peaks in radii were obtained for £*2, 
microns and 7 microns.
A microscopic method was used by Houghton & Radford and 
Bricard. E0g particles were caught in oil or vaseline on a 
microscope slide and photographed. As they sink in the oil they 
become spherical and in vaseline, they flatten out. Peaks in 
radii were found at about 22 and 30 microns depending on whether 
coastal fog or cloud were observed (Houghton 1939) Bricard had 
measurements ranging from A to 10 microns and he suggested the
following probability function for the frequency of droplets (\J)
2\ l = C exp [ (a-am) /6*] am is radius of maximum
frequency
Foitzik (1950) later suggested this
p
-v£ = C exp [- A (log a/am) ]
From this function, one would expect some very small droplets„ 
However, Bricard failed to observe these, showing a defect in his 
sampling procedureo Kohler tried to improve this by catching the 
droplets on fine wire-
An electrical method consisted of a cylindrical chamber 
across which a radial field of about k kV per cm. was applied. 
This caused the fog particles to drift on to methylene blue 
paper. Two frequency peaks were obtained by this method at 10 
microns and the other at some very small radius- Hann (1939) 
summarises the sizes of fog and cloud particles observed by many 
experiment ers-
Houghton and Radford (193&) found the liquid water content 
in fogs and clouds with the following conclusions:
Cloud Fog
•z
Water Content (kg/m ) 
■3
No. of Drops/ra
•5 to 1 ,5 x 10 ^ 
50 to 500 x 106
-05 to .25 x 10“ 3 
r
1 - 10 x 10
Dessens made observations on haze particles, which were 
thought impossible to measure, by catching them on very fine
spider’s webs and observing with a microscope of magnification 
about 16OO. Later an electron microscope could be used- He was 
able to observe the variation of particle size with relative
humidity and made many measurements of radii at a humidity of 7Wo* 
Maximum frequency was found to be at O.A microns- He then found 
the scattering coefficients by Mie theory and found a spectral 
distribution which showed some considerable agreement with 
observations. Rayleigh scattering was subtracted.
Rayleigh's work on the scattering of light by small particles 
was not assumed by himself to have immediate application to the 
atmospheric situation.
However attempts were made to find a relation between the
scattering coefficient and wavelength of the form £  = a,,/, n and
i A.
various values of n were found from observations.
Fowle expressed extinction in the following way
the attenuation of light at altitudes above 3 km. were found to 
be as much as above that calculated by the Rayleigh method, 
and the main reason for this was attributed to the presence of 
aerosols. As particle sizes increased the scattering was found to 
be less dependant on wavelength and the Rayleigh exponent 
effectively changed from -4 to zero. Angstrom was the first to 
establish a reasonable way of taking this aerosol attenuation into 
account. In his first paper he expressed the ratio of the 
observed and calculated.transmission of radiation as follows
o
where a^  referred to molecular scattering and a^ to other causes
where 'a! varied from 1 .0 to 1-3  
and P was known as the turbidity 
coefficient
In his second paper this was modified to the following 
H .
(q = e a ,^ for Rayleigh scattering)
Angstrom published curves showing the calculated decrease in 
spectral irradiance with changes in h (the height above the 
earth’s surface, m the air mass ahd the turbidity coefficient)*
Schuepp followed Angstrom's work by calculating scattering 
coefficients for molecular scattering, extinction due to aerosols 
and selective absorption by carbon dioxide, water vapour, ozone, 
oxygen etc* The atmospheric attenuation was given by
1_______
log(k| + k2 + k^)
where k. = m/. ^ *05 Rayleigh scattering 
1 A
k = m B/(2X) 'Aerosol scattering 
relative air mass ( related to particle size)
k^ = absorption by atmospheric gases
The above methods were all based on experimental results but 
were found to be good approximations to the atmosphere*
m
exp I -mPoA a exp [ •Shi
6* COMPUTATION OF THE SPECTRAL POWER DISTRIBUTION OF 
DIRECT SUNLIGHT.
It was realised at the outset that a mathematical study of the 
spectral distribution of the daylight reaching the Earth’s surface 
could become very complex and therefore some simplications were 
thought necessary.
As the radius of the earth is about km (slightly less
for the polar radius) and the maximum depth of the atmosphere 
under consideration was about 300 km* then provided that large 
zenith angles were not seriously considered, to a reasonable 
approximation a flat earth and atmosphere (hereafter called a 
’plane’ atmosphere) could be assumed. In fig. 6 .1 the depth of 
atmosphere illustrated is approximately 100 km and up to a zenith 
angle of 60° there would seem to be only a small inaccuracy in 
using a plane atmosphere. Actually, there is a sharp decrease in 
pressure in the upper atmosphere and there.ore scattering is less 
important at these heights. Results, however, were worked out for 
larger zenith angles in order to observe the trend.
Light was assumed to take a straight course through the 
atmosphere i.e. refraction effects were ignored. The error 
involved here would also increase with larger zenith angles.
The atmosphere was considered as a series of layers, each of 
them homogeneous i.e. the number of scattering particles per unit 
volume was assumed to be constant throughout the layer. Values of 
pressures and heights for each layer were taken from the I.C.A.O. 
standard atmosphere tables (HMSO 195*0 «*
At first the attenuation of the direct beam by Rayleigh
OF
fnrr>oS^ Re^ e.
ScpjuE Icm -To t o o l ^ r n ,
4>,l DlRC^RRrPk To  S t fo u i TRE E FFE C T  C F  T H t  
E R £T *~ \ 0>1 Pft-TH BH T H ?  i N t ' b W r  Q »EW \ .
scattering was investigated* This implied a pure dry atmosphere 
with negligible absorption, thus molecular scattering is the 
predominant fabtor.
t
The scattering coefficient given in the previous Section k
was:
t = 32rT? (n-1)2
3Ni
To find the power of e in Bouguer's equation, b is multiplied 
by the path length (x)* b was therefore calculated for each 
layer, multiplied by the depth of the layer, and the total power 
was found by summing up the values of bx»
A factor f is sometimes introduced in the numerator of the 
value of b. It does not appear in Rayleigh's original work but 
was added by Van De Hulst and others. It is calculated from:
6 + 3Af = ----- where A = 0.031 > defoloLri&aJkm
6 - 7A fauJraT
It was included because of the fact that all scattering 
particles are not necessarily spherical*
The refractive index (n) Varies both with the density of the 
medium and the wavelength of the light. It was assumed that to 
a fair approximation (n-1) is proportional to the pressure. 
Cauchy's formula was used to find the relation between refractive 
index and wavelength:
X is given here in microns*
The number of particles per unit volume, N, was found by 
means of a hydrostatic equation:
- 45 -
*
f  START J
READ : Levels 
Cases
READ 
H(l)-» H(Levels) 
P(l)— * P(Levels)
TOTAL = 0  ^
PRINT
CASES,
PROGRAM FLOW CHART 
FOR
DIRECT SUNLIGHT
CALCULATE JT
P-* .. ■.. — J
p. = r
H-
2875-66 + 13-412 + 0.377 L^-7
A 2x  10* A x  10ix 10
J = 1
CALCULATE 
DP, DH
CALCULATE
V,N
DP = P[J] 
DH = H[J]
= (i. + 1 +
p[j+i]
H[J+1]
(p[j] - P[1]V
H U
V N = DP x AVOG DH x m x g
FIG. 6.2.
- k6 -
FIG 6.3c
<D/\
Result = 32tt^ (v-1) ^ 1(6-3CALCULATE RESULT
TOTAL=TOTAL + RESULT
PROGRAM FLOW CHARTIS
FOR DIRECT SUNLIGHT 
(CONTINUED)
NO
LEVELS
YES
PRINT
TOTAL
END
Constants used:-
= 0.831 
rr = 3.1^159
ra =28.9 
g = 98O
AVOG = 6.03 x 1025
N = change Pressure x Avogadro’s Number
change in height x g x M
where M is the molecular weight and g is the acceleration of
gravity.
There were some inaccuracies in determining the value of N 
as the value of g varies with the height considered above the
earth. It was thought that by using N = average where k is
pr e s sur e
Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature, that 
perhaps more exact values would be obtained. However T also is 
not known to a very great accuracy.
Calculated values of N at a height of 230m* by each method 
were 2. *+99 x 10^ per crn^  and 2. *+76 x 10^ per cm^ 0 At a height 
of 19km., N was found to be 2.1*+ x 10^ per cm^ and 2.3*+ x 10^
3
per cm . This discrepancy was not thought to be very important m  
view of the other simplifications made.
A program v/as then written so that values of the scattering 
coefficient x path length could be found for 26 values of 
wavelength between 300 Nm and 800 Nm. Fifty layers of atmosphere 
were taken. The flow chart is shown in figs. 6.2 and 6»3« The 
scattering coefficient values found are tabulated in fig. 6 .*+ 
and plotted in fig. 6.3 « The corresponding values for the 
spectral energy distribution were calculated from:
I (intensity at earth's surface) = I e
where I was found from Johnson’s values for the Spectral Power 
distribution outside the earth's atmosphere, shown in fig.
Values were taken at 20 nm intervals so that any curves 
plotted are smoothed ones to show the general effect. The
FIG. 6.4.
VALUES OF THE SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AT EARTH’S SURFACE FOR 
VARIOUS ZENITH ANGLES. (PERPENDICULAR TO DIRECTION OF LIGHT)»
x10 ^Nm 
V e-
Watts Zenith Angles
GX t^e 0
0
i
000-4" 0 0 70°30’ 75°
000IN
3.0 0.9559 0.3840 610 234*2 202.3 145-1 8 9 .9 34-54 15.26 5-09
3-2 0.7247 0.4855 850 412.6 368.1 287.5 200 .3 97-27 47-22 22-92
3-4 0.5602 0.5712 1110 633-8 581-3 479-2 362 .2 206.9 118 67-49
3.6 0.4403 0.6440 1160 746.9 697-7 599 481 309 .8 199 128.45
3 .8 O .3511 O .703 1230 864.4 820 724 608 427-3 300 211.16
4.0 0.2836 0.752 1540 1158-0 1109 1004 871 655 492 370-3
4.2 0.2317 0.792 1920 1520 1469 1353 1204 954 755 598.13
4.4 0.1912 0 .825 2030 1674.9 1628 1521 1382 1139 939 775
4.6 0.1592 0 .852 2160 1840 1797 1699 1568 1336 1138 969-7
4.8 0.1337 0.874 2160 1887.6 1851 1765 1650 1442 1260 1101
3«o 0.1131 0 .892 1980 1766.0 1738 1668 1575 1405 1254 1118
5-2 0.0964 O .907 1370 1696.2 1673 1616 1538 1395 1265 1147
5-4 0.0826 0 .920 1980 1821.4 1799 1747 : 1676 1541 1418 1304
5-6 0.0712 0.931 1900 1768.8 1750 1707 1647 1533 1427 1328
5-8 0.0618 0.939 1870 1759-0 1741 1702 1649 1548 1453 1365
6 .0 0.0538 0.947 1810 1714.0 1701 1668 1623 1536 1456 1378
6 .2 0.0471 0.954 1740 1660.0 1648 1621 1584 1511 1441 1374
6.4 0.04i4 0.959 1660 1592.0 1582 1559 1526-7 1464 1404 1346
6 .6 0.0365 0.964 1590 1532.9 1524 1505 1477.6 1424 1373 1324
6 .8 0.0324 0 .968 1510 1461.5 1455 1438 1415 1369 1326 1283
7-0 0.0288 0.971 .1440 .1398-3 1393 1378 1358 1318 1280 1243
7-2 O.O251 0.974 1370 1334.4 1330 1317 1299 1266 1232 1200
7-4 0.0230 0.977 1300 1270.1 1266 1255 1241 1212 1184 1157
7.6 0.0207 0 .980 1240 •1215-4 1211 1203 1191 1167 1144 1121
7-8 O.O186 0 .982 1180 115808 1155 1149 1138 1117 1097 1078
8 .0 O0O168 O .983 1120 1100.9 1098 1092 1082 1064 1046 1028
VfiPlP\1|ON OP cofcf-F‘^ £ ^ T
Vl'TM UiPnvG. .
o-
oo 600 7 0 0  a o o
W-R Vjg, u£hi Cj^H IN Klrv^  .
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results for the S.PoD. are shown in fig. 6**f and fig. 6.6. The 
intensities obtained when the sun is at different zenith angles 
(jzO are also plotted in the same diagram*. Bouguer's equation is 
then modified to give:
2 __ j  -bsecjzfx 
o
All the results shown assume that the light is incident on a 
plane perpendicular to the beam. However, the light incident on 
a plane tangential to the earth1s surface would be less than this.
\
The intensity would then be given by:
X = I cos / e-bse<y& o
and a graph is drawn of these intensities in fig. 6.7.and tabulated 
in 6.8.
Discussion of the results obtained here is included in 
Section 9®
G.
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FIG. 6.8
VALUES OF SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR LIGHT INCIDENT ON THE
EARTH’S SURFACE.
in
o o k&° 60° 70° 75° 786
3.0 175-2 96 .8 44.97 11.51 3.415 1 .02
3-2 3 18 .8 192 100.1 32.42 11.805 5.73
3 ^ 503.4 319 181 68.95 29.54 13.5
3-6 604.2 399 240.6 103 49.8 25.7
3.8 710.2 483 304 142 75.1 42.2
4.0 961 669 435 218 123 74.1
4.2 1272 902 602 317 189 119.6
4.4 1409 1014 690 .8 379 235 155
4.6 1556 1132 784 445 285 194
4.8 1602.9 1176 825 480 315 220
3-0 1505 1112 788 . 468 313 223
5-2 1448 1077 719 465 316 229
5.4 1558 1164 838 514 355 261
5.6 1515 1138 823 511 357 266
3.8 1507 1135 824 516 363 273
6 .0 1473 1112 811 512 364 276
6 .2 1427 1081 792 503 360 275
6.4 1370 1039 763 488 351 269
6 .6 1320 1003 739 475 343 265
6 .8 1259 oco y^ y 707 457 331 257
7.0 1206 892 679 440 320 249
7.2 1152 878 649 422 308 240
7.4 1096 837 620 404 296 231
7.6 1049 802 596 389 286 224
7.8 1000 766 569 372 274 215
CO ■» 
■ o 951 728 541 355 _
261 206
7. COMPUTATION OF THE S.P.D. OF SKY SCATTERED LIGHT.
The object of the subsequent work was to compute the total 
spectral power distribution of the light received by one square 
metre of the earth1s surface from all possible directionse Again 
a pure dry atmosphere was considered initially* Rayleigh’s work 
was used as a starting point* He had derived an expression for 
the light scattered in any direction to the incident beam by unit 
volume of pure, dry atmosphere.
2 2n2 (1 + cos20) (n-1 )2 *I r =     —  I
NA^  °
[for small isotropic particles]
The symbols used here have been defined previously. Any 
application of this theory is necessarily an approximation as 
multiple scattering is excluded. It was decided to consider a 
plane atmosphere comprising many parts each acting as scattering 
centres. The light incident on each section would be scattered 
and some of it would strike the unit area on the earth’s surface 
under consideration. This could be calculated for each section 
and the total contribution of sky scattered light obtained by 
summation. A rather important simplification was made in that 
it was assu~^d that, after this scattering of the light by a 
section of the sky, the scattered beam did not undergo any 
further scattering.. It was thought that the results would still 
give important information regarding the mechanism of sky 
scattering. .
In order to locate the section of the sky, cartesian 
coordinates were used. Spherical coordinates were considered but 
there was difficulty in deciding upon an origin. The most obvious 
choice of origin for the latter coordinate system was the centre 
of the earth, but this gave problems in defining the point on the 
earth’s surface. It was therefore decided to choose that point as 
origin and to use cartesian coordinates to define all other 
quantities.
To find 0, the angle between the incident beam and the
scattered beam, see fig. 7.1., in terms of x,y,z, simple
trigonometry was used:
In triangle OPQ;
P 2 2OQ = y + (z - x cos jzO
2 2 ,PQ = x cosec p
^ 2  2 , 2 , 2 OP = x + y + z
from the cosine formula
A (x tan f6 + z) cos cos 0 = -------
(x + y + z
For zenith sun, where f6 = 0°, cos 0 reduces to
______  z_____
2 2 ~r~r( c. , c. , e.\Cx + y + z ) 2
Initially a layer of atmosphere was fixed by the two values of 
height and pressure. This was divided into l¥f x 4 sections, 
i.e. 12 x 12 sections in each quadrant of the layer. The 
fraction of incident light scattered by each section was computed. 
This was repeated for several wavelengths and also different
-5fe-
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layers. An illustration of the results obtained in this way is 
shown in fig. 7»2. For that particular .layer Cat height 250m) and 
wavelength (300 Nm), the sura of these contributions was found to 
be ^  0.0025 and for the whole layers 0.01. This gave an order of 
magnitude for AO layers which confirmed the feasibility of 
contihuing to compute contributions over the whole atmosphere.
As the incident light on each layer would be different, 
owing to the attenuation of the direct beam as discussed in the 
previous chapter, the first part of the computation was designed 
to compute that intensity as a fraction of the light incident on 
the outside of the atmosphere. The scattered intensity for the 
layer in.question was then computed and this procedure was 
repeated for each layer of the atmosphere and the sum of the 
intensities was found. The flow diagram for the program is shown 
in figs 7 .3 & 7.A. An explanation of the terms used is given on 
pages 62 and 63.
This computation was carried out in full for zenith sun.
The results obtained for the fraction of light scattered are 
tabulated in fig. 7»5 and plotted in fig. 7»6« The spectral 
power distribution curve is shown in fig. 7°7*
The next step was to find the effect of zenith angle on the 
sky scattered light. The aim was to run the programs through for 
all wavelengths to find the S.P.D. for various zenith angles. 
However as this could not all be fitted into the time available 
the program was run with two wavelengths (300 Nm and 800 Nm) and 
a variety of zenith angles in order to observe the trend.
The variation of the fraction of light incident on the
surface of the earth with zenith angle is tabulated below and shown 
graphically in figo 7*8.
*
(radians)
0 0 .1 0 .2 0.4 0 .5
300 Nm 0.2322 0.230c; 0 .225 0.204 0 .189
800 Nm 0.0069 0.0068 0*00675 0.00627 0*0059
0 .6 0.7 0 .8 0 .9 1 .0
300 Nm 0.171^ 0.1516 0 .130 0.108 0 .08^
800 Nm 0.005^ 0.005 0.OO ^ 0 .0039 0.00342
The results of these computations are discussed in the 
following section.
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FIGe 7-3
START
PROGRAM FOR SKY-SCATTERED 
f. LIGHT
READ LEVELS,NOFX,NOFYc 
P(1:Levels), H(l:Levels)
READ LAMDA
ANSTOT = 0
SUM
CALCULATE
h(J) + H(J+1)AH2 =■;
L = NOFX
X1 = H(J)$TAN ( /10) 
L^TAN (L+1 ,x2 =
y1 = H(J)-^TAN /10 
y2 = H(J)^ TAN M+1/10
EVALUATE C0STH2
CALCULATE I
VOLUME OF SECTOR
VITHETA
SUM: = SUM + VITHETA
NO
s ' -IS\
L>NOFX
No
EVALUATE RESULT (J) 
CALCULATE TOTAL 
CALCULATE ANSWER
ANSTOT: = ANSTOT + ANSWER
/ I S
J>N
NO
S/YES
LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN FIGS, 7*3 and 7 A
PI t rt = 3oi^ fi59
G : g = 981
PC : 76 x 13.6 x g
LAMBDA t X - wavelength
A*B,C} : Used as intermediate values in expression evaluation*
N : No. of particles per unit volume in the layer under
consideration*
XpX^j Coordinates in the x and y direction for the segment 
y^y^* * undei consideration*
AH : Height at centre of segment considered.
AH 2 : (AH)2
ITHETA : Scattered intensity/incident intensity
per unit volume
2
C0STH2 : (cos 0) where 0 is angle between incident and
scattered light, 
fj, : refractive index of layer under consideration
ANSTOT : sum of answers for each X and p,.
PHI : f6 (zenith angle) .
TOTAL : sum of 'results’ for layers above that under consideration
ANSWER = eto^a-*- x sum x cos (PHI)
SUM = sum of all vitheta’s in a layer.
VITHETA - fraction -e-f intensity scattered: for volume of level 
considered.
J,K,L,M : indices for arrays and other stepping values.
LEVELS : number of layer boundaries
NOFX,NOFY : number of sectors into which x and y axes are 
divided.
P (j) : Pressure at level J
H (J) : Height at level J
Result (J) : Scattering coefficient for layer J.
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LIST OF TERMS USED IN FIGS. 7.3 and ?ok
C0STH2
I fl =  2 tt2 (u,-l)2 (1 + cosTH2)
+ y2^ 2 . /y 1 + y2\2 . /H1 + H2^ 21 4
2
Y H1 + H2
V  2
Volume of Sector = (x^ - x^) * (y^ - y^) * (H2 - H^)
Vitheta = Volume of Sector # I '
w
Result [J] = l^l)2 .jL.32.-,.6-093.(HrJl - H[j + l])
3X *  N *  5 .783 . cos t
J-1
Total s= ^ Result [k]
k = 0
i.e. the sum Of results for all previous layers.
, total /Answer = e x sum x cos p
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FIG. 7 .5
X
in Nm
-t:
(fraction 
of incident 
light)
gX
intensity
outside
atmosphere
GX x t?
Scattered
intensity
300 0 .2322 610 141.8
320 O .1961 850 166.6
340 0.1646 1110 182.0
360 0.1378 1160 159-6
380 0.1155 1230 141.8
4oo 0.097 1540 149.4
420 0 .082 1920 157.0
44o 0.069 2030 140.4
460 O.O58 2160 127.0
48o 0 .050 2160 108.4
500 0.043 1980 8 5 .2
520 0.0371 1870 69 .2
540 0.0322 1980 6 3 .8
560 0.0279 1900 5 2 .0
580 0.0244 1870 45*6
600 0.0214 1810 3808
620 0.0188 1740 3 2 .8
64o 0.0167 166O 27 .6
660 0.0147 1590 23-4
680 O.O13 1510 19.8
700 0.0117 1440 16.8
720 0.010 1370 14.36
740 0.0094 1300 12.22
760 o.oo846 1240 10.50
780 0.0076 1180 9 .0 2
800 0.0069 1120 7 .7 3
lli
-  0
vO
-47—
■<n
~o
jL.v\*c>n rj-o
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8. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE COMPUTATIONS.
Direct Sunlight (Section 6)
On comparing the S.P.D. outside the earth’s atmosphere to
that on the earth's surface for an overhead sun, the greater
reduction in the intensity of the blue to that of the red is
immediately noticeable., confirming that the atmosphere scatters
a greater proportion of the blue light than the red. Thus for
larger zenith angles this becomes more marked e.g. for a zenith
angle of 60°, the intensity at 800 Nm has dropped from 1120 to 
“ 2 “ 11082 watt m micron ; and at *f00 Nm the corresponding change is
_2 ..'i
from 1158 to 871 watt m micron .
Not many measurements have been made on direct sunlight
as this requires the screening of sky scattered light. However
early this century, the Smithsonian Institution made some
recordings. The transmission factors obtained at two different 
35locations by Abbot in Washington and on Mount Whitney, California. 
At higher wavelengths there is good agreement between the Mount 
V/hitney values and the authors. (See Fig. 8.1). The wide 
difference between these and the Washington values are thought to 
be due to the greater preponderance of atmospheric haze and 
absorbing particles in an industrial setting.
Ozone absorption effects have been measured by several 
workers ’ . The variation of the absorption coefficient with
wavelength are shown in Fig. 8.2. The effect of applying these 
ozone absorption effects would be to cause
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almost a complete cut out of light at 300 Nm and about 23° reduction
at 320 Nm. The ozone absorption coefficients in the visible region
rise to a maximum of approximately 0 .05* so that there would be 
only a slight modification to be made to the S.P.D. at wavelengths 
in the region of 600 Nin.
Water vapour absorption has been measured and although this 
affects the infra red region, predominantly, Fowle of the 
Smithsonian Institution obtained a transmission curve extending into 
the visible region.. This is shown in Fig* 8»3» It can be seen that
there v/ould be some slight cut off at wavelengths near 800 Nm but
otherwise water vapour absorption is negligible0
The S.P.D. as calculated using Rayleigh’s theory would seem 
to approximate well to the real situation, provided that 
absorption effects are considered and that atmospheric haze 
particles are neglected*
Sky Scattered Light.
The S.P.D. for sky scattered light shows that a much greater 
proportion of blue light is incident on the earth’s surface, 
maximum value <^*'0 .13, whereas the fraction of red light obtained 
from the sky is ^ 0.0069* In the case of blue light, this 
represents a large percentage of the total intbhsity striking the 
earth’s surface•
In view of the information regarding absorption, the 
results obtained for sky scattered light will be subject to the 
same modifications. The S.P.D. due to sky scattered light, direct 
sunlight and the sum of these is shown in Fig. 8 A. Henderson and
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and Hodgkiss made measurements of the spectral power distribution 
for skies without the sun (i.e. sky scattered light) and skies with 
a sun. These are shown in Fig. 8.5*.
The peak obtained by experiment at ^  V?0 Nm would agree 
with that obtained in the author*s computation on sky scattered 
light. The values obtained for the sky with sun also shows some 
agreement with computed values.
The effect of zenith angle on the sky scattered light would 
seem to indicate that the reduction in intensity obtained at 
larger zenith angles, would seem to fall off more sharply for blue 
light than for red light but this requires some closer 
examination.
9. CONCLUSION.
The spectral power distribution for direct sunlight has been 
computed. This compares favourably with observed values if 
absorption is taken into account. The effect of increasing 
zenith angles also supports observations made.
The calculations on sky scattered light were lengthy but 
eventually yielded results which give good agreement with the 
experimental work of Henderson and Hodgkiss. Also the total 
daylight intensity distribution is similar to that obtained by 
experiment. It would seem that at the violet end of the spectrum., 
even assuming ozone absorption, about half of the light incident 
on the earth is due to sky scattering. The proportion of red 
light reaching the earth by scattering is less than of the 
intensity of direct sunlight. The effect of increasing zenith 
angle does not have a very marked effect on the intensity 
reaching the earth until about However at greater angles
there is a reduction in intensity, with very little change in 
the shape of the Spectral Power Distribution curve formed.
The basis of these computations and the assumptions made 
seem to be reasonable. However it would have been helpful if 
there had been more observations on direct sunlight and on total 
daylight, with which these results could have been compared.
Much experimental work has been done with light striking a tilted 
plane. By altering the limits of integration and making certain 
other modifications - the present work could be extended to 
consider the light scattered by parts of the sky with the sun at 
certain zenith angles.
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The question of aerosols would also have to be considered if 
better comparison is to be made with real situations. A particle 
size distribution would have to be assumed and the scattering 
cross-section calculated. The attenuation of the direct beam by- 
Rayleigh and aerosol scattering could then be found and compared 
with observations. As mentioned in an earlier Section intensity 
measurements have been used in order to estimate particle sizes.
For sky scattering, the angular distribution of intensity 
of the aerosols would need to be known and again this is 
dependent on the particle sizes. Deirmendjian simulated 
atmospheric haze and cloud (of given concentrations) in the 
laboratory and obtained angular distribution functions and 
scattering coefficients. He also calculated these functions on 
the basis of Mie theory and found considerable agreement between 
theory and experiment.
The distribution found for sky scattered light and direct 
sunlight are both of general application. As soon as larger 
particle sizes are included, the intensity distributions would 
depend very much on location and weather. A more complex 
standard atmosphere would have to be used which should preferably 
be chosen so as to have immediate comparison with experimental 
data.
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